
 
 

 
 
 
 

This is an eye-opener for you! 
The best way to remove plaque is to brush the teeth vertically. 

 
A dentist in Ginza turned his attention to the ordinary toothbrush to solve the fundamental problem with teeth,  

and spent six long years in clinical trials and experiments to develop this new style of toothbrush. 
Please experience the world’s first scientifically designed toothbrush created 

using the best technology by Japanese toothbrush craftsmen. 
 

Different from the usual way of brushing the teeth horizontally adopt this new idea of brushing vertically 
to achieve surprisingly effective plaque removal. Designed to fit the various alignments of the teeth 

(including when straightening). Reach each tooth easily. The world’s ultimate toothbrush is here now!! 

“Stella-arch” (Patent pending) 
The new design and shape of the handle 
allows brushing the backside of the teeth 
and the molars comfortably and 
effectively!! 
All the teeth are reached easily! 
 

Q:  After eating, I often have food 
particles stuck between my teeth. I’m 
worried about this! 
>>  Food particles stick between the 
teeth due to recessed gums and wider 
interdental gaps. 
“T-kisst (Tatemigakisuto)” is the 
toothbrush with the highest usability. 
Brush the teeth at the point where food 
particles are stuck between the teeth. 
No need to use a toothpick, feel good 
only by brushing. 
 
Q:  I brush my teeth with an electric 
toothbrush but have developed 
a periodontal disease and gingivitis!! 
>>  You may suffer from hyperaesthesia 
due to damaged gums caused by 
applying excessive pressure. Avoid 
brushing any sore spots as this 
encourages a vicious circle…. 
You can remove bacteria stuck in 
periodontal pockets easily with “T-kisst” . 
Enjoy healthy gums! 
 
Q:  I’m worried about dirty toothbrush 
bristles. 
>>  The “T-kisst”  uses ion antibacterial 
bristles manufactured by a special 
process. 
After washing in water, the bristles 
remain clean by preventing the growth of 
bacteria thanks to the antibacterial 

properties. 

“Unpleasant feeling in the mouth” 
That is the indicator! 
It’s the time to take serious care of the 
teeth and gums. Quickly experience the 
dramatic reduction in gingivitis, 
periodontal disease, or bad breath!! 
 
Q:  I have an unpleasant stickiness 
in my mouth in the morning, or when 
I don’t talk for a long time! 
>>  In most cases, this is caused by the 
growth of bacteria. 
“T-kisst”  ensures the highest cleaning 
level for the teeth (plaque removal) 
compared to any other toothbrush. 
It removes sugar residue very effectively! 
Sugar is the nutrient source for the 
bacteria causing stickiness in the month. 
Enjoy the exhilarating feeling after 
brushing the teeth! 
Have fun brushing your teeth. 
 
Q:  Why do my teeth feel smooth 
for such a long time? 
>>  This condition lasts a long time 
because stains sticking to the surface of 
the teeth, or at the back between the 
teeth, are removed chemically and 
completely by the special ion bristles. 
Enjoy smooth teeth when you get up in 
the morning. That’s the evidence that 
the oral environment is healthy! 
 
Q:  Why is it better to brush the teeth 
vertically? 
>> Plaque between the teeth, or food 
stuck between the teeth, is removed 
easily by brushing in the direction of 
natural tooth growth (vertical)! (Normal 
brushing for back teeth) The compact 
head is designed to fit the width of the 

teeth. 

 Take care of your teeth to avoid losing them.                 93.87% of 160 users report that “T-kisst”is very effective!                
*The new video 
on how to brush 
the teeth correctly 

is now available. 

New Arrival 

The “T-kisst” toothbrush is designed to make it possible to eat the food you like and keep your teeth for life. 
*It is designed for another person to easily brush a child’s or an elderly person’s teeth when in care. 
The person in charge of taking orders in Bangkok: Kikuchi 098-828-5545 [MAIL] dentcosme@outlook.com 

We have been waiting  
for this kind of  

toothbrush! 
Special direct sales price:  

200B each. 

 
You can brush the teeth by 
only using water, no need to 

use toothpaste, a great 
saving! Thanks to the 

combination of the ion 
antibacterial bristles and 
natural ceramic apatite 

components. 

Made in Japan [Identification number] 512325794 
[HP] http://www.dentcosme.com/ 

Maximum amount of  
plaque removal!! 


